PRESS RELEASE
New Amore Tiles Bring to the Surface Patchwork & Stone Strip Patterns
The Amore new tile collection from Craven Dunnill offers a choice of fashionable patterned effects, in
mellow natural tones. Ideal for creating a striking design element to walls and splashbacks, the Amore
Yaras wall tiles feature repeating motifs in a grid format creating a six tile patchwork on just one tile, whilst
the Amore Mureto tiles are made up of slim layers of stone-look strips. A third, more understated patterned
option, is the Amore Mix Cube scored wall tile, which features subtle, repeating motifs with an embossed
surface texture.

Image above: Amore Yaras on wall (right) 400 x 250mm

Amore is the latest trend-led tile range to be added to Craven Dunnill’s Renaissance Collection. In addition
to the Mix Cube, Mureto and Yaras patterned wall tiles, Amore includes contrasting plain field tiles, which
are suited to both floors and walls.

Image above: Amore Mix Cube (behind bath) and field tiles on floor and other walls 400 x 250mm (continued over)

The Amore tile range:
Four colours - Moon, Caramel, Taupe, Graphite
Sizes - Amore Yaras 400 x 250mm (around £33.40m² retail incl. VAT), Amore Mix Cube 400 x 250mm
(around £33.40m² retail incl. VAT), Amore Mureto 400 x 250mm (around £33.40m² incl. VAT), Amore (plain
field tile) 450 x 450mm (around £32.65m² incl. VAT) and 400 x 250mm (around £29.65m² incl. VAT).

Images above from left to right: Amore Mix Cube, Amore Yaras, Amore Mureto, all 400 x 250mm

Craven Dunnill is an award-winning, leading tile company, which retails via a network of specialist retailers
around the country. The company’s Renaissance collection is acclaimed for its high quality and widely
appealing product choice.
T: 01746 761611 www.cravendunnill.co.uk E: info@cravendunnill.co.uk
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